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Yeah, reviewing a ebook The Criminalization Of Irregular Immigration Law And Practice In Italy could grow your close links listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful.
As understood, capability does not recommend that you have astounding points.
Comprehending as capably as settlement even more than supplementary will present each success. adjacent to, the revelation as with ease as perception of this The Criminalization Of Irregular
Immigration Law And Practice In Italy can be taken as capably as picked to act.

Migrants with Irregular Status in Europe Apr 28 2022 This open access book explores the conceptual challenges posed by the presence of migrants with irregular immigration status in Europe
and the evolving policy responses at European, national and municipal level. It addresses the conceptual and policy issues raised, post-entry, by this particular section of the migrant population.
Drawing on evidence from different parts of Europe, the book takes the reader through philosophical and ethical dilemmas, legal and sociological analysis to questions of public policy and
governance before addressing the concrete ways in which those questions are posed in current policy agendas from the international to the local level. As such this book is a valuable read to
researchers, practitioners and policy makers as well as to students working on irregular migration in Europe in a comparative and/or country based perspective.
Irregular Immigration in Southern Europe Nov 04 2022 Focusing on the dynamics of irregular immigration in Southern EU Member States, this book analyses how the phenomenon is managed at
national and local levels in different legal and political systems. In doing so, it answers vital policy questions regarding the continued existence of irregular migration, pathways to legality, and
relations between unauthorized migrants and receiving societies. The author argues that while the economic crisis and migrant flows coming from the South and East of the Mediterranean Sea have
called this regime into question, it is the needs of labour markets in Southern Europe and compliance with European Union rules that has had a more dominant effect. The particular manner in which
labour markets, political actors, social institutions, and migrants’ networks intersect are shown to be distinctive features of the migration regime in this region. Describing bordering and debordering
practices, from the island of Lampedusa to local communities in distant regions, this book brings fresh insights to urgent areas of debate within the field. It analyses why many irregular immigrants
are socially accepted, such as women who perform domestic and care activities, whereas others are rejected and marginalized, as is often the case for asylum seekers, despite having permission to
reside. Drawing together twenty years of research and addressing the current crisis, it will appeal to policy-makers, students and scholars of migration.
Irregular Migration and Invisible Welfare Sep 21 2021 This book examines the paradoxical position of irregular migrants in European society, who are often labelled as 'illegal' residents but who in
fact provide much needed, essential support to welfare systems. Focusing on care work at home for the elderly, the book argues that increasingly restrictive immigration policies directly contradicts
the growing need for care-givers since the majority of those employed are a result of illegal immigration. The book also explores the personal issues faced by these irregular migrants such as their
concerns for family members that are left behind and the pressures that migration imposes on these relationships as migrants struggle to improve the daily conditions of their lives.
Irregular Migration Aug 01 2022 This work analyses the fundamental tensions at the core of present attempts to manage the movement of population in the modern world. Contemporary events
around the globe have prompted a reappraisal of the emerging consensus on migration control.
Illegal Migration and Gender in a Global and Historical Perspective Mar 16 2021 This incisive study combines the two subjects and views the migration scholarship through the lens of the gender

perspective.
Irregular Migration. A Challenge to the Nation State? Dec 25 2021 Seminar paper from the year 2016 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Topic: Miscellaneous, grade: 1,3, University
of Bamberg, course: The Liberal Paradox, language: English, abstract: With a lingering global refugee crisis that has shaken the western hemisphere the topic of immigration, refuge and how to deal
with the challenges accompanying it have been running up and down the news cycle for quite a while now. While migration and seeking asylum as a refugee are two different cases, this
development has certainly made it clear to many a people that while the globalization and liberalization of trade have reached an all-time high, the globalization of the movement of people might go
along a similar course. Although the desire to regulate migration and the flow of people seems to be almost unanimously accepted as a prerogative of nations, this desire could be faced with a new
modus operando where it becomes almost impossible to control – especially from the point of view of democracies adhering to liberal principles. The question this essay tries to answer is ‘Does
irregular migration pose a challenge to the nation-state?’. To answer this question this text will first give a brief overview of the definitions, causes and mechanisms of (im-)migration to better
understand the concept of irregular immigration that is at the heart of this analysis. It will then, focusing mainly on a EU perspective, present the concept of irregular immigration and the nation state
to then lay out the challenges irregular migration may pose to the nation state. Finally, using a short qualitative analysis it will then be shown which challenges are credible to arise from irregular
immigration.
Illegal Immigration in Europe Oct 11 2020 The processes of globalization, increasing human mobility and European integration have led to immigration, and in particular illegal immigration, being
among the top international policy, economic and security concerns. This book analyzes the causes of illegal immigration in Europe together with the history and political economy of the
phenomenon. It offers an assessment of contemporary political responses and proposes an alternative approach aiming at a more sustainable solution.
A Long Way to Go Jun 18 2021 A Long Way to Go: Irregular Migration Patterns, Processes, Drivers and Decision-making presents the findings of a unique migration research program harnessing
work of some of the leading international and Australian migration researchers on the challenging and complex topic of irregular maritime migration. The book brings together selected findings of
the research program, and in doing so it contributes to the ongoing academic and policy discourses by providing findings from rigorous quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods research to
support a better understanding of the dynamics of irregular migration and their potential policy implications. Stemming from the 2012 Expert Panel on Asylum Seekers report, the Irregular
Migration Research Program commissioned 26 international research projects involving 17 academic principal researchers, along with private sector specialist researchers, international
organisations and policy think tanks. The centrepiece of the research program was a multi-year collaborative partnership between the Department of Immigration and Border Protection and The
Australian National University’s Crawford School of Public Policy. Under this partnership, empirical research on international irregular migration was commissioned from migration researchers in
Australia, Indonesia, Iran, the Netherlands, Sri Lanka and Switzerland.
Irregular Migration in Europe Oct 03 2022 Irregular Migration in Europe contributes to our knowledge of the scale and nature of the much discussed but under-researched phenomenon of
irregular migration in Europe, whilst improving our understanding of the dynamics of irregular migration and its relation to European societies and economies. Presenting a comparative analysis of
the experiences and policies of different EU member states, this book draws on an extensive range of sources, many of which have so far been absent from English-language analyses, to offer an
overall picture of irregular migration in twelve EU member states. This volume will be of interest to policy makers and researchers within the fields of migration, sociology and social anthropology,
political science, European integration and European studies, political science and public administration.
Irregular Migrant Domestic Workers in Europe Apr 16 2021 Offering a comparative analysis of irregular migrants engaged in all kinds of domestic work, the authors explore questions relating
to employment conditions, health issues and the family lives of migrants. The book examines the living and working conditions of irregular migrant domestic workers, their relations with employers,
their access to basic rights such as sick leave, sick pay, and holiday pay, as well as access to health services.
Human Rights of Irregular Migrants in the European Union Dec 13 2020
Governing Irregular Migration Jun 06 2020 This thorough analysis of immigration governance in Spain explores the dynamics of inclusion and exclusion at play at one of Europe’s southern
borders. Drawing on interviews with policymakers and from parliamentary debates, laws, and policy documents, David Moffette reveals the complicated legal obstacles facing migrants with
precarious immigration status. He shows how issues of culture, labour, and security intersect to create a regime of migration governance that is at once progressive and repressive. This book
contributes to debates in socio-legal, border, and citizenship studies.
Irregular Migrants and the Right to Health Sep 09 2020 Analyses how human rights law can overcome constraining approaches to the right to health of irregular migrants.
Irregular Migrants and the Sea at the Borders of Sabah, Malaysia Aug 09 2020 This book is an exploration of the relationship between irregular migrants, many originating from southern
Philippines and the sea, in their struggle against the realities of state power in Sabah. As their numbers grow exponentially into the 21st century, the only solution currently provided by the
Malaysian government is routine repatriation. Yet, despite increased border security, they continue to return. Thus the question: why do deported migrants return, time and again, despite the serious
risk of being caught? This book explores the ways in which these irregular migrants contest inconvenient national sea boundaries, the trauma of detention and deportation, and other impositions of
state power by drawing on supernatural support from the sea itself. The sea empowers them, and through individual narratives of the sea, we learn that the migrants encounter with the state and its
legal system only intensifies rather than discourages their relationship with the Malaysian state.
Irregular Immigration Jul 20 2021 Irregular immigration is at the forefront of the political and public debate in the European Union. Images of desperate people arriving at the southern shores of the
EU regularly dominate the media coverage. In this book, Steffen Minter focuses on the coordination problems between EU Member States in dealing with immigrants and refugees entering the EU.

The author demonstrates that the enforcement of the external EU border constitutes a public good as long as irregular immigrants have the possibility to move on between member states once they
have entered EU territory. In this scenario he analyzes the interaction between border enforcement and immigration amnesties from an economic point of view. Furthermore, he introduces a
mechanism to implement financial burden sharing between Member States, so that an efficient level of border enforcement can be achieved.
Irregular Immigration in Southern Europe Jan 26 2022 Focusing on the dynamics of irregular immigration in Southern EU Member States, this book analyses how the phenomenon is managed at
national and local levels in different legal and political systems. In doing so, it answers vital policy questions regarding the continued existence of irregular migration, pathways to legality, and
relations between unauthorized migrants and receiving societies. The author argues that while the economic crisis and migrant flows coming from the South and East of the Mediterranean Sea have
called this regime into question, it is the needs of labour markets in Southern Europe and compliance with European Union rules that has had a more dominant effect. The particular manner in which
labour markets, political actors, social institutions, and migrants’ networks intersect are shown to be distinctive features of the migration regime in this region. Describing bordering and debordering
practices, from the island of Lampedusa to local communities in distant regions, this book brings fresh insights to urgent areas of debate within the field. It analyses why many irregular immigrants
are socially accepted, such as women who perform domestic and care activities, whereas others are rejected and marginalized, as is often the case for asylum seekers, despite having permission to
reside. Drawing together twenty years of research and addressing the current crisis, it will appeal to policy-makers, students and scholars of migration.
The Externalization of Eu Policy on Irregular Immigration May 06 2020 The topic of this work is the EU s policy on irregular immigration and the external approach that characterises it. This
policy is questioned, as the approach and measures that have been adopted are shown to be both ineffective in actually preventing irregular migrants from entering Europe and detrimental to the
safety and human rights of irregular migrants and asylum-seekers. In examining the EU s policy, and the factors that have shaped and formed the adopted policy, the vertical and horizontal venueshopping theory is tested. This theoretical account argues that the underlying factors can best be understood by examining the preferences of the key policy-makers and the specific policy-venues
that are provided in the EU. In order to test this account analyses are made regarding the differences between the EU s policy and national approaches, the preferences of different actors involved in
the policy-making process, and the policy-making character of measures relating to EU-cooperation with third countries. The analyses corroborate the theoretical account regarding the EU s policy
on irregular immigration and the external approach that characterises it.
Migrant Smuggling Feb 01 2020 This books explores the phenomenon of irregular migration, notably the organization and role of migrant smuggling networks in aiding irregular migration from
Asia and Africa to Europe. It also discusses how migration control policies in southern European countries shape the migrant smuggling phenomenon and the smuggling 'business'.
Irregular Migration from the Former Soviet Union to the United States Sep 29 2019 This book is the first in English to examine irregular migration from post-Soviet states, focusing in
particular on migration to the United States. Due to globalization and the end of the Cold War, citizens of the former Soviet Union are on the move as never before. The political, economic, and
social changes that followed the collapse of the Soviet Union resulted in widespread poverty and unemployment and also created a large pool of potential migrants. Thousands of individuals from
poor post-Soviet countries migrate to the West in search of better-paid work in an effort to provide for themselves and their families both through legal channels, and in their absence, illegally. In
recent years immigration has become a topic of heated debate in many Western countries: the estimated number of undocumented immigrants in the United States has reached 11 million,
precipitating a new legislative focus on reforming the immigration system, culminating in the highly controversial Border Protection, Antiterrorism, and Illegal Immigration Control Act passed by
the House of Representatives in 2005 but eventually "killed" in the Senate. This book examines all these issues, discussing the reasons for migration, the profile of the migrants, how the process of
migration works and how the migrants obtain their U.S. visas, where they work once in the United States and their intentions with regards to their possible return home. This book explores the
reality of post-Soviet migration where the mostly well-educated former professionals end up in low-wage unskilled jobs as domestic workers, child care givers, and construction workers, sometimes
in exploitative labor situations. Overall, this book provides a detailed account of post-Soviet illegal migration to the United States, focusing in particular on Central Asian and Georgian migrants, and
will be of interest to scholars of US politics as well as Russia, Central Asia,and the Caucasus specialists.
Eurafrican Migration Dec 01 2019 Informed by witness testimonies, Eurafrican Migration details how the perilous journeys undertaken by irregular migrants are enabled by complex networks of
guides during the Sahara phase, and explores the relationship between migrants and the criminal groups who arrange for them to be transported across the sea to southern Europe. This book
documents the realities of life for migrants on arrival, questioning the authenticity of the supposed 'consent' given by Nigerian women working as prostitutes, investigating the exploitation of
migrants by local companies and individuals in various economic sectors in Italy, and exploring the marginal position of migrants in an economically devastated Greece. Finally, in the context of the
spike in seaborne migration and fatal capsizes in early 2015, the response of the EU and individual member states is evaluated, notably the record of the policies of deterrence and securitisation
(often described as Fortress Europe) adopted by Malta, France, Greece and Italy.
Micro-Management of Irregular Migration Mar 28 2022 This open access book provides an analysis of the functioning, consequences and inherent limitations of internalised immigration control.
By adopting the perspective of irregular residents as well as local service providers, the book sheds new light on the intricate mechanisms that either help or hinder the diffusion of immigration
control into concrete institutional settings, like schools or hospitals. A simple and innovative analytical framework enables the systematic comparison of three different spheres of service provision
across two distinct local as well as also national contexts. This is necessary to understand the complex interplay between formal law and policy, the intrinsic rules and logics operating within
institutions, and the ethical or practical obligations and constraints attached to particular roles and professions. Based on empirical findings and rigorous analysis, the book argues that internalised
control is part of the problem that irregular migration poses for society, rather than constituting a potential solution to it.
Gender, Movement and Safety Jun 26 2019 This book looks into the sexual assault of irregular/illegal immigrant women and girls throughout their arrival to the European Union borders and

borderlands between the period of 2011 and 2018, through an Intersectional lens. It intends to analyze this sensitive human rights issue through grasping the cultural obstacles and procedures at
European borders which have fueled the violation of this fragile migrant group’s human rights, while also supporting this argument with academic research, statistical data and reports on irregular
migration from international and regional organizations, security mechanisms at borders, and statistics on sexual abuse and exploitation during the aforementioned period. It intends to explore the
manner in which several factors and developments at European borders and in the borderlands have resulted in a more dangerous migration journey for these women and girls, as well as the manner
in which these developments further perpetuate the likelihood of sexual violence of migrants, and female migrants in particular. This book aims to comprehend the linkages between academic
research and the supporting statistical information through the lens of Intersectionality Theory – a theory which will allow for the issue to be tackled across its different layers and across all the
intersections and overlaps these layers create. This book highlights multiple instances of sexual violence throughout the journey, and upon arrival of these migrant women and girls to the European
borders and borderlands, and subsequently emphasizes that these events further perpetuate the vulnerability to sexual assault for irregular migrant women due to the very “illegal” nature of their
journeys. Through this lens, this process is examined across: power dynamics, security, legal status, and gender. Through examining these realities and power systems, it becomes evident that this
particularly vulnerable group of women and girls from developing countries escaping war, economic burdens and conflict, are ostracized and subordinated in a number of interconnected patterns.
This book highlights a need for more gender-sensitive policies because the group of women in question has close to no viable resource for justice within a system that currently acts against them and
views them as criminal or “illegal”.
Modes of Migration Regulation and Control in Europe Mar 04 2020 In Europe, immigration is a politically potent issue—especially when it comes to the treatment of asylum seekers and illegal
labor immigrants. This volume draws the reader into the complex and contradictory world of migration regulation and control, covering the wide range of different policy approaches that aim to
control the entry and residence of non-EU citizens. Revealing the common framework, tendencies, and policy convergences brought about less by design than a common concern about migration’s
impact on the future of the EU, Modes of Migration Regulation and Control in Europe questions the effectiveness of additional efforts in terms of their fiscal and societal costs. “This important book
emphasizes that European countries individually and collectively are converging in their efforts to manage migration.”—Philip Martin, University of California, Davis
Breaking Down Anonymity Jun 30 2022 Using the tools developed in the burgeoning field of migration surveillance, this book insightfully explores the problem of the 'internal' control of irregular
migration in Europe.
Migrants with Irregular Status in Europe Jul 28 2019 This open access book explores the conceptual challenges posed by the presence of migrants with irregular immigration status in Europe and
the evolving policy responses at European, national and municipal level. It addresses the conceptual and policy issues raised, post-entry, by this particular section of the migrant population. Drawing
on evidence from different parts of Europe, the book takes the reader through philosophical and ethical dilemmas, legal and sociological analysis to questions of public policy and governance before
addressing the concrete ways in which those questions are posed in current policy agendas from the international to the local level. As such this book is a valuable read to researchers, practitioners
and policy makers as well as to students working on irregular migration in Europe in a comparative and/or country based perspective.
MICRO-MANAGEMENT OF IRREGULAR MIGRATION Feb 24 2022 This open access book provides an analysis of the functioning, consequences and inherent limitations of internalised
immigration control. By adopting the perspective of irregular residents as well as local service providers, the book sheds new light on the intricate mechanisms that either help or hinder the diffusion
of immigration control into concrete institutional settings, like schools or hospitals. A simple and innovative analytical framework enables the systematic comparison of three different spheres of
service provision across two distinct local as well as also national contexts. This is necessary to understand the complex interplay between formal law and policy, the intrinsic rules and logics
operating within institutions, and the ethical or practical obligations and constraints attached to particular roles and professions. Based on empirical findings and rigorous analysis, the book argues
that internalised control is part of the problem that irregular migration poses for society, rather than constituting a potential solution to it.
Waiting and the Temporalities of Irregular Migration Nov 23 2021 This edited volume approaches waiting both as a social phenomenon that proliferates in irregularised forms of migration and
as an analytical perspective on migration processes and practices. Waiting as an analytical perspective offers new insights into the complex and shifting nature of processes of bordering, belonging,
state power, exclusion and inclusion, and social relations in irregular migration. The chapters in this book address legal, bureaucratic, ethical, gendered, and affective dimensions of time and
migration. A key concern is to develop more theoretically robust approaches to waiting in migration as constituted in and through multiple and relational temporalities. The chapters highlight how
waiting is configured in specific legal, material, and socio-cultural situations, as well as how migrants encounter, incorporate, and resist temporal structures. This collection includes ethnographic
and other empirically based material, as well as theorizing that cross-cut disciplinary boundaries. It will be relevant to scholars from anthropology and sociology, and others interested in
temporalities, migration, borders, and power.
Illegal Immigration in America Jul 08 2020 Few issues have provoked as much controversy over the last decade as illegal immigration. While some argue for the need to seal America's borders and
withdraw social and governmental support for illegal migrants, others argue for humanitarian treatment--including legalization--for people who fill needs in American industry and agriculture and
have left situations of economic hardship or political persecution. The study of illegal immigration confronts a broad range of migrants--from the familiar border crossers to those who enter illegally
and overstay their visas, to unrecognized refugees who seek protection under U.S. asylum law. This book provides a comprehensive, up-to-date review of this volatile subject.
The Criminalisation of Irregular Migration in Europe Sep 02 2022 "EU migration policy has generally followed a logic of deterrence and criminalization. Irregular migrants to all but two EU
countries are subject to significant criminal penalties, including incarceration. Matilde Rosina shows convincingly in this pathbreaking and carefully documented analysis of Italian and French
migration policies that criminalization imposes cruelty and hardship on migrants but does not reduce migration. Establishing increased legal pathways would not only prevent unnecessary suffering

for migrants but also benefit receiving countries." Alan Cafruny, Henry Platt Bristol Professor of International Relations, Hamilton College, USA This book explores the criminalisation of irregular
migration in Europe. In particular, it investigates the meaning, purpose, and consequences of criminalising unauthorised entry and stay. From a theoretical perspective, the book adds to the debate on
the persistence of irregular migration, despite governments attempts at deterring it, by taking an interdisciplinary approach that draws from international political economy and criminology. Using
Italy and France as case studies, and relying on previously unreleased data and interviews, it argues that criminalisation has no effect on migratory flows, and that this is due to factors including the
latters structural determinants and the likely creation of substitution effects. Furthermore, criminalisation is found to lead to adverse consequences, including by contributing to vicious cycles of
irregularity and insecurity. Matilde Rosina is Fellow in International Migration at the European Institute of the London School of Economics and Political Science, UK. Her research focuses on
irregular migration, with specific reference to the European context. Matilde obtained her award-winning PhD in International Political Economy from Kings College London, having received
scholarships from the Luigi Einaudi Foundation and the Jean Monnet Foundation for Europe. Before joining LSE, Matilde lectured at City, University of London, and at Fordham University.
Illegal Immigration and Economic Welfare Jan 02 2020 This book is an extensive review of the current state of illegal immigration in Europe and North America whilst providing theoretical
analysis. This analysis models illegal immigration in a two-country framework, highlights the inter-related labour markets and considers a range of immigration policy instruments, including border
patrols and employer surveillance and sanctions. Distinguishing between scenarios with and without the international mobility of capital, this book also examines various profit sharing
arrangements. Other issues explored include : the effectiveness of tighter border patrols and internal surveillance upon the level of illegal immigration; the effects upon national and international
welfare; and optimal immigration policy choices.
Are Human Rights for Migrants? Nov 11 2020 Human rights seemingly offer universal protection. However, irregular migrants have, at best, only problematic access to human rights. Whether
understood as an ethical injunction or legally codified norm, the promised protection of human rights seems to break down when it comes to the lived experience of irregular migrants. This book
therefore asks three key questions of great practical and theoretical importance. First, what do we mean when we speak of human rights? Second, is the problematic access of irregular migrants to
human rights protection an issue of implementation, or is it due to the inherent characteristics of the concept of human rights? Third, should we look beyond human rights for an effective source of
protection? Written is an accessible style, with a range of socio-legal and doctrinal approaches, the chapters focus on the situation of the irregular migrant in Europe and the United States.
Throughout the book, nuanced theoretical debates are put in the context of concrete case studies. The critical reflections it offers on the limitations and possibilities of human rights protections for
irregular migrants will be invaluable for students, scholars and practitioners.
Contesting Citizenship Apr 04 2020 Investigating the role of irregular migrants in the transformation of citizenship, the author argues that irregular status is an immanent (rather than aberrant)
condition of global capitalism, formed by the fast-tracked processes of globalization.
Policy Discourses on Irregular Migration in Germany and the United Kingdom May 30 2022 Migration expert Bastian Vollmer explores the contentious issue of irregular migration in the highlycharged contexts of Germany and the UK. Through policy and discourse analysis the author explains why, despite the differing contexts and migration histories, German and British policy responses
to the issue are now on a convergent path.
Irregular Migration and Human Rights: Theoretical, European and International Perspectives Oct 23 2021 This collection of essays is the outcome of an international conference on Irregular
Migration and Human Rights, which gathered together prominent scholars, policy-makers and practitioners working in the migration and human rights field. The objective of the book, in contrast to
the prevailing political approach which focuses almost solely on prevention, is to discuss the human rights dimensions of irregular migration from theoretical, European and international
perspectives.
International Migration May 18 2021 This Very Short Introduction examines the phenomenon of international human migration - both legal and illegal. Taking a global look at politics, economics,
and globalization, the author presents the human side of topics such as asylum and refugees, human trafficking, migrant smuggling, development, and the international labour force.
The External Dimension of Illegal Immigration Aug 28 2019 Seminar paper from the year 2008 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Topic: European Union, grade: 1,3, Växjö
University, language: English, abstract: On the 13th of March 2008 the EU-Council in Brussels decided the formation of a Mediterranean Union, which shall deepen the relations to the south and
east Mediterranean states. This Union shall intensify the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership launched in 1995 in Barcelona. The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership includes political and security
dialogues, the gradual establishment of a free trade area and cultural relations under the framework of the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) of the EU. The bilateral and multilateral
agreements are mentioning as well topics such as migration and asylum. These subjects are today more than ever important for EU member states. The EU is for many migrants the possibility to
escape the bad living conditions in their home countries, which are to a huge degree countries of the south and east Mediterranean. Due to this problem, EU member states decided to manage legal
and illegal immigration as well as the flow of refugees on the multilateral level of the EU. Since the Treaty of Amsterdam this area is located in the first pillar of the EU and not longer in the
intergovernmental third pillar. As it can be seen in the bilateral and multilateral agreements of the EU with non-EU members there is definitively an EU foreign policy dimension of migration and
asylum. Since migration is evidentially a timeless topic and the creation of a Mediterranean Union was decided currently, this paper will analyze the external dimension of illegal immigration in the
relations with the Mediterranean partner countries. Which approach is the EU following regarding illegal immigration in general? How far are the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership states included in
the management of illegal immigration? Which strategies include the agreements with these countries? Where might be problems of the EU-management of illegal immigration in the cooperation
with the countries of the Mediterranean? These shall be the key-questions the paper will answer.
Towards a Systemic Theory of Irregular Migration Aug 21 2021 This open access book provides an alternative theoretical framework of irregular migration that allows to overcome many of the

contradictions and theoretical impasses displayed by the majority of approaches in current literature. The analytical framework allows moving from an interpretation biased by methodological
nationalism, to a more general systemic interpretation. It explains irregular migration as a structural phenomenon or contemporary society, and why state policies are greatly ineffective in their
attempt to control irregular migration. It also explains irregular migration as a diversified phenomenon that relates to the social characteristics of the context, and why states accept irregular migrants.
By providing new comparative, empirical, qualitative material which allows to start filling an evident gap in the current research on irregular migration, this book is of interest to graduate students,
scholars and policy makers.
The EU Border Management Strategy Feb 12 2021
The Economics of Illegal Immigration Jan 14 2021 This work examines the effectiveness of present immigration policies, including border patrol and employer sanctions in view of resource
allocation. It concludes with an evaluation of the usefulness of immigration controls, and of the outlook for migration schemes, forecasting a surge in irregular immigration.
Political and Media Discourses of Illegal Immigration in Ireland Oct 30 2019 While migrants categorised as illegal immigrants are generally voiceless, various representations of these migrants
are disseminated into Irish society through the Parliament and newsprint media. This book examines how those two institutions discursively represented illegal immigration in Ireland during the
2000s. Through a Critical Discourse Analysis framework, it identifies the key argumentations that frame illegal immigration. In so doing, it reveals that there is a significant level of negative
discourses and a noticeable preoccupation with controlling illegal immigration. Those negative discourses function to maintain the nationstate rationale of governance, practices of inequality and
exclusion, and legitimized expressions of racism. Dr. Elaine Burroughs currently teaches in Maynooth University and is also a Research Assistant in University College Dublin, Ireland. Dr.
Burroughs' interests lie in the areas of migration, representation, and discourse analysis.
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